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ABSTRACT

The present work is devoted to the investigation of the stationary

self-focusing of circularly polarized helicons in a magnetized plasma in

the case of ultra-rel&tivistic intensities. It is shown that the larger

intensity and effective width at the boundary is the much more faster

growing self-focusing.
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Recently , interest in offacts that can be ascribed to

the ntnlinear betaavier ef plasma waves and their influtacs

en the containment and heating ef laboratory plaana has grown.

Of particular interest in this aspect is the investigation of

the interaction 9f the high-pewer electromagnetic radiation

with plasma.Such interest is mainly caused by the possibility

ef plasma heating up ts high tanpsraturs in the installation

for CTR.

Nowadays,due to the problem of the plasna particle

acceleration to Tory high Velocities by means of the powerful laser,

the interest in this problem increases significantly.In the

irradiation experiments [1] of special targets by powerful

laser , transverse inhomogeneities are observed in the plasma

corona. The reason for such an effect can be the beam self-focusing

and its breaking for the so called"filsjsentatien";which causes

inhomogeneity and significantly influences ths effective

energy absorption ef the pumping wave. The idea of the possibility

ef self-focusing was stated by Asharyan[2] Talanovt3];the dynamic

ef the process was discussed firsthand critical power self-

feousing length and their dependence upon the medium and beam

parameters have been found. It is well known now that at not very

high intensities ef the electromagnetic waves, the main mechanism

of nsnlinearity causing the self-focusing and filamentation in

the cellisienless plasma, is striction^and in collision plasma,

i0 a thermal effect [5-6],

The recent achievment in laser techniques gives the possi-

bility to obtain such fields,in which ( «*• /<o )«*1 ( where

oif = e|E| I n\B e. ), and accordingly , it is necessary to study

the relativistio oscillation of plasma electron mass in the field

ef ths pumping wave.Consequently we have to take into account

the fact that the medium becomes optically inhemegenoeus.

The stationary self-focusing and filamentatlon instability

ef relativistic intense electromagnetic wave in an unmagnetised
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plasma have been studied recently in [4],where it was shown

that the propagation of suoh waves in the relativistic case

is quite different from that of the non-relativistic case-That

is the reason why it follows in this paper to investigate the

propagation of electromagnetic waves of relativistic intensities

in a magnetized plasma;the problem in which the electron oscilla-

tion ,due to the resonance character, become ultra-relativiatic

even for "weak" fields ef the pumping wave i.e

(l)

Where CJt = eft[m(fC i s the electron cyclotron frequency. Tn the

case when **>!,(

and
N7 = i * ( *•, /

where(-) indicates the high-frequenoy (HP)wave.,the spectrum of

which is given by

(2)

and the ( + ) indicates the so called electric helicons, the

spectrum ef which is given by

As ir. wen known , in the case of weak relativism

( »> « i ) IB] as well as in the case of ultra-relativism

( 9 2£> 1 )jthe nenlinoarity connected with the electron

mass oscillation in a magnetized plasma dees not load to H7

wave spreading.The waves are broadening due to diffraction.

But ,fer oleotric helicons, in the case of ultra-relativistic

intensities, the beam self-focusing or its propagation in

the regime ef the self-trapping is possible.
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The present paper is devoted to the investigation of

the stationary self-focusing of circulary polarized electric

helicons in a magnetized plasma in the case of ultra-relativistic

intensities.

It is possible , from the equation written in Naehikawa,

TsintsadEO and Watanab [7] to obtain an equation with square

nonlinear!ty to describe the stationary electric helicons in the

approximation that ( "^fyk « fe ) in the following form:

Et - E .'fct -» fc ft
— -v «• ^71 + r

where E s E x _ i

Vq is the group velocity , and V5 is the electron thermal

velocity.

Assuming the distribution of the beam energy at the boundary

to be of the Gaussian form ,the intensity of the electric field

could be represented as

Substituting this expression into (4) to obtain the following

sat of equations:

1 Q / ,4 3 ^ = O

(C)

the solution of whioh , aocerding to [7]yare written in the form:
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E = ?,

f'c») i (7)

In the paraxial approximation,i.e.,in the case whan

f* aquation for%« ft* T* z 1 * u •aty t# #bt*in tt*
the dimenaienleBB beam width:

Fu>
(8)

where OL is the effective width of the beam at the boundary.

The boundary conditions are i( J £*=») = where

is the curvature ef the phase frent at the beundary.

From equation (8) we ebtain :

•

where = f

- c, fc.)-

To find ?C*) from this transcendental solution, in generaly

is really difficult and impossible.That is the reason why we

have te use the approximation method.
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As is clear from the analysis ef equation (8) , the

propagation ef electric helicons depends en the value of the

parameter Y - ( p a (i«J - "hen V ^ » > the fast self-focusing

takes place en a comparatively small length. When *(« A or Y<°>

the beam broadens. In the case when V '"-' i;{f»)9tarte to oscillate

with growing up amplitude.This means that the wave propagates in

the fern of wave guide,the transverse size of which periodically

changes.

With the help of the perturbation theory it is possible

to state the value ef the characteristic length of the transv-

erse siso ef the wave guide( A Z ).To do so , it is necessary

te express fC*) in terms ef the summation of a constant averaged

quantity f. and perturbed ( S| ) quantity depending en s,

Substituting in equation (8) , we get in the linear approximation

According te the boundary condition f = i and

we have oi = (30-/2^, and consequently the characteristic size

of the wave guide oscillation is & 2 - AIT /(SI .

Although K is a complicated function of the plasma beam

parameters) and the external magnetic field , it is possible in

seme particular cases to express it in a simple form.For example,

we shall consider two cases:

(1) the case when I ui? / ta £ *»t - <**) \ ^

(ID

It is clear from equation (11) that the self-focusing is

possible enly when
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(12)

Also,it i s clear that the self-focusing length rapidly
decreases with the quantity (u>£ j tJfc\ and k,*<X£ >and i t has less
dependence on the quantity (toi J u3 l\ .
( i i ) The case when

then ,

In this case , for self-focusing,it is necessary to

the condition

We can conclude from equation (11) and (13) that the

larger intensity and effective width at the boundary ,is the much

mere faster grewing self-fooueing .As they increase the non-

linearity of the refraotire index of the •edium rapidly increases.

On the ether hand in increasing the Magnetic field along the

direction of the wave propagation , the electrons become more

"freten" and it becomes difficult to push them out from the

regime of a localised radiation.

Thus, on the basic analysis of the obtained results ,it

is possible to describe the regime of propagation of the electric

helicons in the ultra-relativiatic case.
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